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Newsletter of the Home Wing of Van’s Air Force — Builders and Fliers of Van’s RV Series Aircraft

Editor’s Hanger

L

a Nina, gimme a break. Those
of you already flying probably
don’t like it because you can‘t fly,
what with 400 foot ceilings and all.
Those of you building probably
don’t mind because there’s nothing
else to do but keep building. I’m a
Northwest native and not usually
bothered by our winter weather, but
this year seems especially, well, oppressive. Seem’s like it never lets
up.
Meanwhile I think we can all
take inspiration from a project nearing completion. Check out Von Alexander’s project here for a little
inspiration.
Oh well, plenty of time to read
another issue of the Home Wing
newsletter, enjoy!
...Randy Lervold

Home Wing member Von Alexander of Salem, Oregon is almost
ready to fly his new RV-8. We
should have reports of his inspection and first flight soon!
Von writes…
“Randy; glad you finally got the pictures! As of today,
the wings are on as well as all control surfaces. Tomorrow I will put fuel in the tanks, purge the system and if
weather permits, do a start up. Then comes weight and
balance, a final overall check and inspection by FAA Feb
24, followed by first flight, which will be done by Jim
Oveross. Jim has an RV-8 with around 75 hours on it.I
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had an RV-4 which I bought and put 100 hours on. I
then sold it to build the RV-8. This is my first project,
and according to my wife, my last airplane project
(although I can smell a Harmon Rocket in my future!)
Just a couple of different features I incorporated;
Chrome rollover bar, control sticks, and grab bar. The
(Continued on page 2)
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Introducing...

(Continued from page 1)

side-cowling pins are the 1/8" variety, instead of the
small ones called for. The purpose of this was to allow
me to drill a small hole in one end and secure the pins in
the baggage compartment, negating the need for the ugly
screw attachment in the front to secure the pins. Horizontally mounted Setrab Oil Cooler mounted on the firewall,
with two 2" ducts going to it. Will let you know how this
works out. Tan Leather Seats by D.J. Lauritsen; she did
a beautiful job! Navy blue lightweight carpet on the floor
that I had bound, and attached with velcro strips. This
aircraft has Bart Lalonde's 0-360-A1A, and new Vans
Hartzell constant speed. Will keep you posted as I go
along. First flight will not likely occur until around
March 1st, as I will be out of town for a while.”
Von Alexander
Salem, OR
N41VA @juno.com

Home Wing Classics

A

t the suggestion of Randall Henderson I’ve been
perusing the archives of old Home Wing (formerly
called Portland RVators) newsletters. We don’t have
them all but did manage to retain about 20 issues from
the ‘94-’96 era. He mentioned that there is really a lot of
good information buried in those old issues. Maybe
that’s because he wrote much of it. Nevertheless I’ve
done some perusing and he was right, there are some
gems in there that still have value, and probably haven’t
been seen by half of our membership who are newer
builders (like me).
So from time to time, as I need to fill space, I’ll
pluck something out of the archives and include it as a
“Home Wing Classic”. Look elsewhere in this issue for
the first of these. Of course he more articles you submit
the less old stuff I’ll need to fill with (hint).
...Randy

February Meeting Recap
The February Home Wing meeting was held at Harmon
Lange’s shop in Warren, Oregon. Most of you know that
Harmon makes all the gear legs for Van’s, and also for
Stoddard-Hamilton for the Glastar (what’s that?). No
planes to look at this time, but the 6A/8A builder’s got to
have all their questions answered about the recent redesign of the nose gear for those models. Harmon gave
us a demo of his gear leg testing machine and went
through the thinking behind the re-design.
Those interested also got a chance to see how Magnufuxing works… put the piece in the machine, turn out
the lights, cover it with magnetic liquid, run 2,000 amps
of current through it, then inspect it with a blacklight.
Boy, you can sure see those cracks then. Interesting!
Harmon’s been getting a lot of press lately with both
the recent Rvator article and of course his feature article
in the Sport Aviation.
Marcy reports that she’s soloed in the 6A (congrats!)
and that Harmon probably won’t be flying it much anymore. Don’t you love those two plane families?
...Randy
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Harmon Lange put’s his nose-gear torture
machine through it’s paces.
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RV Sets Altitude Record!

Events Calendar
Meeting coordinator:
Randall Henderson
503-297-5045
randall@edt.com

MONTHLY MEETING:
2nd Thursday of every month at various locations, 7:00
pm.
This month: 3/11/99
You won't want to miss the March meeting! It will be at
Van's Aircraft, and GM Bill Benedict will be there to tell
us what's new at the plant. The meeting will start at the
main factory in North Plains.
Directions:
To get there from Portland, go West on
US 26 to the North Plains exit, and turn
right off the exit onto Glencoe road. Go
to the four way stop, and turn left onto
Commercial. Go to Main street and
turn right. Van's is the big metal building on the left just
across the railroad tracks. Park in the lot north of the
building. See you there!

EAA CHAPTER 105 Pancake Breakfast:
First Saturday of every month at Twin Oaks Airpark,
8:00 am, $4.00 (always lot’s of RVs to look at too!)
This month: 3/6/99

EAA CHAPTER 105 Monthly Meeting:
Third Thursday of every month at the EAA 105 hangar/
clubhouse, Twin Oaks Airpark, 7:00 pm
This month: 3/18/99
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RV-List message posted by Canadian RV builder
Terry Jantzi

A

fter completing my RV-6, I was curious as to what
the absolute ceiling would be. After speaking with
Bruce Carter from the Aero Club of Canada, we also determined that I had an opportunity to set a couple of National Records at the same time. My aircraft has a fuel
injected 180 hp engine with a constant speed propeller. I
normally cruise between 7,500' and 10,500' during crosscountry flights. I have crossed over the Rockies at
12,500' and circled Mount Robson in British Columbia
at summit altitude. These altitudes are accessible within
just a few minutes as the climb rate at gross weight is
about 1,800 fpm. When flying solo the climb rate is close
to 2,400 fpm. Some weeks before Christmas 1998, a
friend of mine and I pestered Toronto Centre to let us
climb to 18,000'. They didn't quite know how to handle
the request but finally gave me a pseudo IFR clearance
of "cleared to the Waterloo airport climbing to and maintaining FL180". The climb was achieved easily and we
were still seeing 400 fpm when we leveled off at 18,000'.
With that little experiment behind me I started the
process of getting permission to fly above FL180 which
is IFR only. I don't hold an IFR rating at this time. It
took several levels of Transport Canada bureaucracy until I reached the right person. Along the way I got suggestions like "pack my woolies and head for the North".
According to the CAR's, VFR flight is allowed in Class
A airspace only with special permission from the
"Minister".
I finally received my waiver in the middle of January
with the comment of "good luck" from Transport Canada. I had some other requirements to fill before I could
attempt the flight. I needed some way of recording altitude, and my first thoughts were a barograph from a
soaring club. I was put in contact with Fred Hunkeler
who is a glider owner and pilot. He kindly offered to lend
me his data logger which is a digital recorder with a built
in GPS receiver and a very sensitive pressure transducer.
I had to fabricate a connection to the aircraft static system.
The data logger has a small static port on the case. I
had determined in the past that my cabin pressure is
about 200' higher than ambient air pressure. With the
data logger plumbed and wired to the electrical system, I
was almost ready to go.
One last detail was the O2 masks. I normally use naPage 3
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sal canulas, which are more comfortable than masks.
However they are not to be used above 18,000'. A mask
must be used. I had several old masks which were certified to 30,000'. I discovered the old carbon microphone
wouldn't work, so I removed it and cut a small slit in the
side to slip my headset boom mic in. It works great.
February 15 was a forecasted as beautiful sunny day
under the influence of a high pressure system. Early
Monday morning I made my first call to Toronto ACC to
coordinate the flight. We agreed on a northwest bound
heading out of Waterloo. I called Flow Control for a flow
number and then filed a CVFR flight plan with London
FSS. I arranged with Waterloo ATC to mark the altimeter setting for take off and landing. The data logger is
calibrated to standard atmosphere so station pressure is
required to calculate absolute altitude. The airplane was
stripped of all extra weight and 120 lbs of fuel were on
board, good for two hours.
As I was fitting the O2 mask in the cold cockpit I ran
into a small problem. The mask was stiff and I wasn't
happy with the fit. I couldn't get it tight enough to avoid
having my sunglasses fog up from the leakage around my
nose. I pulled the strap really tight, pinched it over some
hair on the back of head and clamped it with a wedge
lock. That fix worked very well as I had crease marks on
my face for six hours afterwards.
The flight started off of runway 32 at Waterloo
with an initial clearance of a straight climb out to the
northwest to 9,000'. I paused for 15 seconds on the runway so the data logger would start the clock for the first
part of the flight, which was a "time to climb" to 3000m.
I passed through the 3,000 m mark at 00:06:16. After
that I backed off the propeller to 2,500 rpm. I have an
Insight Graphic Engine Monitor installed and was able to
keep the engine leaned just to the rich side of peak. Toronto Centre modified my clearance as I went and finally
cleared me to FL230. I had to back off on the climb rate
from 12,000' to 18,000' due to high oil temperatures. After 18,000' the engine performance was low enough that
the oil temps stayed in the green and I increased the prop
to 2,700 rpm.
Along the way the various controller's inquired
about the airplane and questioned me as to what I was
trying to achieve. As I approached FL230 I was cleared
to FL270 or what ever I could get. The climb rate diminished to around 100 fpm at 24,500'. The view was fantastic. I could see Lake Huron, Erie and Ontario with a
slight movement of my head. As I approached 26,000'
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the controls got quite mushy. Indicated airspeed was
down to 55 kts. Pulling on the stick just increased the angle of attack. Lowering the nose for a little bit of speed
resulted in a 300-400 drop in altitude. The engine was
still turning 2,700 rpm but the manifold pressure was
down to 9"hg. Outside air temp was -38C (-36F). I
played around for about a minute trying to nurse some
more altitude, but the wing wouldn't lift anymore.
I was only 60 nm away from the field, so the descent was accomplished with a couple of 360's approved
by Toronto Centre. Total elapsed flight time was
01:02:00. Final readings from the data logger indicate an
absolute altitude reached at 26,137' and level flight was
maintained at 25,900'.
Between the two cabin heaters and the solar
heating I stayed warm for the entire flight. I did pick up a
layer on frost on the right side of the canopy, which wasn't in direct sunlight. I now can complete another section
in my operating handbook and record an interesting entry
in the Journey Log. So much fun, so little time.
Terry Jantzi
Kitchener, ON
RV-6 C-GZRV
http://netrover.com/~tjantzi/terry/

How to Get the Plane to the
Airport
By Steve White

U

nless you built it at an airport, there will come a
day when you will need to transport that airplane
to the airport. This article is one that you can file away
until that day comes for you. My move came a little premature due to the sale of our house and the need to find a
place for the plane while we temporarily moved to a
place devoid of airplane workspace.
The first step is to enlist the help of your RV building buddies. Norm & Donna Rainey, and Bob & Sherry
Haan provided me with much needed assistance.
What do I use to transport the plane? This is a major
problem. The wheel base and length will exclude many
options. I talked with Dan Benua who had successfully
moved his RV6A using a large rental truck with ramps.
This was the way I was planning to move mine until
Brent Ohlgren told my of a flat deck trailer, RV builder
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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Bill Kenny had built that had transported
several RV projects to the airport.
I called Bill and made arrangements to
use his trailer. I was concerned in that no
RV6A’s had used his trailer. It is a great
metal deck trailer with a nice pair of metal
ramps. These ramps will allow RV4’s and
RV6’s to be loaded backwards. There
was not enough room for the nose gear to
fit on the rear deck of the trailer. The
wheel wells of the trailer were too narrow
to allow the planes main gear to pass between.
After getting the trailer home and
measuring the wheel base and the trailer
deck dimensions I determined that the
plane could be loaded forward of the
wheel wells from the side. This was done
using the trailers two metal ramps and a
long wooden plank each supported by two
concrete blocks. See attached photo.
Safety measures included a wooden
“curb” clamped to trailer frame forward of
the trailer deck and a safety rope attached to
the nose gear.
Once the plane was on the trailer deck,
the plane was turned 90 degrees to a forward facing position by forcing down on the
tail which lifted the nose wheel in the air and
allowed the plane to be rotated around one of
the main gears. The process was just reversed when the plane arrived at the Scappoose airport.
The photo shows Bob Haan adjusting the nose gear
under the watchful eye of Sherry Haan. I understand this
close scrutiny by Sherry is why Bob has such an outstanding plane project.
Bill’s trailer worked great!! And was an easy, safe
and inexpensive way to transport the plane. We were
able to carry one of the wings on the trailer deck under
the plane. Norm Rainey transported the other wing and
control surfaces in the back of his pickup.
Steve White
RV6A
N823SW
S/N 24000
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NO MORE COLD SHOP!
by Mike Graves

I

bought a new home last summer and was delighted to
finally have a garage space to build the plane of my
dreams. As many of you know, a new house is never finished…. there is landscaping to plant, fences to build and
honey-do lists. Fortunately (or unfortunately) I’m not
married, so I can divert discretionary funds towards my
aviational pursuits without having to justify it.
Shortly after I moved into the house, I had an opportunity to buy a finished empennage (6A) at a good price,
so I suddenly joined the ranks of the proud. At last I
owned an airplane of my own…. well, a small piece of
one anyway.
As I mentioned, a new house is never finished. My
garage was about as basic as they come. 4 walls, 1 ceiling, and a concrete floor. At least I can thank modern
homebuilders for sheetrocking the walls! The garage has
seen a steady stream of improvements since I moved in.
A few weeks ago, I built a workbench along one
wall, and more recently I replaced the cheap porcelain
light bulb sockets with 8 foot dual fluorescent light fixtures which hum and flicker real bad when it’s cold. I
can’t say that I blame them! I hum and flicker too when
its cold out there. Nobody likes to freeze their you-knowwhat off while working, so I started looking into heat
sources. I was interested in propane and kerosene heaters, but I talked to a few people and they all told me not
to use them in a closed space due to carbon monoxide
gases. It seemed counterproductive to heat a garage with
the big door open. I briefly considered electric heat or
even a wood stove, when I noticed the home’s furnace.
AHAH!! I consulted with a friend of mine who’s a heating and air conditioning guru, and found that the answer
was so simple (and cheap!). DISCLAIMER: This may
or may not work depending on how your furnace is installed so you may want to consult an HVAC guy.
I went down to the Home Depot and bought a furnace vent. Most modern furnaces sit on top of a large
steel box which is the pathway for the hot air to go under
the house, where it connects to the ducts. I simply cut a
hole in the front of the box and screwed the vent to it.
Now, if I need heat, I simply open the vent and warm air
is only minutes away. There’s a couple of things to remember: 1) When the vent is open, you are robbing air
pressure from the rest of the house, so don’t forget to
close it when done. 2) The furnace is still controlled by
the house thermostat and your ice-cold shop won’t heat
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up unless the temps inside the house drop low enough to
kick the furnace on.
One final suggestion is to go to buy a magnetic vent
cover when you buy your vent. It is much like a magnetic
sign, but it is smaller and painted white. Slap it over the
vent when it is closed off to stop the residual air leaks.
There’s no point in heating an unused shop. Now get out
there and start building, and enjoy the toasty comforts of
a heated shop!
...Mike

Home Wing Classics
Installing Nut Plates
(from 11/94)
A common way to install nut-plates is to drill the screw
hole, run a screw through the hole and into the nutplate,
and back-drill the part through the rivet holes in the
plate. A trick I read about early on was to cut off a screw
to use for that so you wouldn’t have to run a full length
screw through those self-locking nutplates. After tediously screwing in, drilling, removing, and moving to the
next one on a bunch of my fuel tank nutplates, I caught
on to the fact that what you really need is a bunch of
short screws.
I found the right kind, 5/16” long 8-32 screws, at
Beaver Bolt out on 78th street in Tigard, and while I was
at it got a box of 6/32 short screws for doing the wing
tips. The heads are 85 degrees instead of 100 like the
aviation kind, but that doesn’t matter since they’re only
temporary. After that it was much faster to drill the rest
of the tank nutplates -- just screw in ALL the nutplates,
go down the line drilling one side of each plate, stick a
clecoe in each one, then drill the other side of all of them.
I also found these screws to be useful in fastening the
tank to the wing temporarily, and in fact there’s not
much reason to use the real ones until it’s time to put it
together permanently.
Don Wentz also suggested using an old 3/32 dimple
die in your Avery tool to dimple the “ears” on nutplates
that will be used on thinner material. That way you can
dimple the material and not worry about having to machine countersink beyond the thickness of the material.
(author unknown, probably Randall)
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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Electronic Publishing update
Electronic publishing (aka having your newsletter emailed to you in Adobe Acrobat format) continues to win
converts. Enthusiastic members write…
“I received the PDF for the Feb. Newsletter. Compared
to the copied snail mail version, it's a heads-up winner.
The full color picture of Dan's Airflow Performance fuel
injection installation alone will make anyone with the
capabilities want the PDF Newsletter version. A picture
is worth.....well, you know. Great job and I plan on saving these newsletter for my building guides. Thanks
again, Gary Palinkas, Parma, Ohio, RV-6 QB”

March 1999

Tips for the electronic version:
• If your printer chokes, print it one page at a time.
• Set the View to Fit Width, then use the mouse button
with the hand to move the page up.
• Juno users may have a problem with file size, several
users report that Juno doesn’t allow file attachments.
If you still don’t have Acrobat yet you can get it at…
http://www.adobe.com/prodindex/acrobat/readstep.html
...Randy

“Randy, I like it!. I had to read it at 125%, but hey, it
sure beats snail mail, and the photos were great. I was
even able to save a small portion of a page (on the fireproof-soundproofing matt) as a file for future reference.
Thanks. Charlie Rosenzweig.”

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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Classifieds are free to Home Wing members. Ads will run for three
months. Send to editor by e-mail or mail. Renewals ok, just let editor
know. Date at end of the ad is last month ad scheduled to run.

FOR SALE
RV-6 Empennage Kit - HS partially complete, otherwise still boxed. Non-pre punched version. First $100
takes, Greg Strom 360-833-1211, 4/99
RV-6 project - Tail kit complete. Wings complete, (fuel
tanks pressure tested). Fuselage mostly complete.
Needs finishing kit. More work finished than a “Quick
Build” kit. Nice workmanship. Photos / video, or just
come inspect. Finances (and new baby) force sale.
(We’re keeping the baby!!) Make offer. Mark Miller
(360) 896-3469 mmm@worldaccessnet.com, 3/99
IO-320 B1A - 1965, 1,500 TT, fuel injected, hollow
crank, running in twin Commanche when removed in
1991, no damage. Inside dry storage. Could include
new RV-4 engine mount, Dynafocal 2. All logs from
new, $7,500. Call Jim Fernandez, 425-455-4590 3/99
RV-4 jig - . Built by Keith Cook. He built a fuselage on
it, then Gary Standley built his fuse on it, then Steve
Harris, then Brent Anderson, and now me. Gary says
Keith doesn’t want it back, but wants it passed on to
other builders. It is ipso facto a builders’ group jig, so
perhaps it should be listed in the Tool Exchange. It is
under the eave of my garage now, but Gary said he
would clear a place for it in his shop until someone
wants it. It is a really nice jig made of clear straight lumber. Call Rion @ 670-1144, 646-8763 or Gary @ 5919040, 4/99
RV-8 Fuselage Jig - Built to factory specs. $95, Richard Wood 503-640-9453, 4/99
Narco 841 Digital ADF - Tellow-tagged with warantee,
antenna and all the wiring. Call Larry Dennis 503-6559236, 2/99
Westech dual EGT/CHT gauge - Includes three egt
sensors and three plug type cht sensors, used for 10hrs,
work fine. $100 kevin 503-233-1818, 4/99
Mixture Cable for sale – This is a custom length ACSA800, similar to Van's "CT RED VMIXTURE" but different length and throw. Specs are as follows:
∗ Red (vernier) knob 58" long from nut hub at cockpit
end to end of cable at carb end
∗ 1 5/8" throw
∗ Threaded sleeve at 51 1/2"
∗ P/O cover
∗ 10-32 end
∗ Similar to Van's "CT RED VMIXTURE" but different
length and throw.
NOTE: The throw on this cable is set up for the MA4-5
carb with the SHORT mixture control arm, which is
NOT standard on the carburetors that come on Van's O360-A1A, but may be used on this carb or other versions of it. If you think you might want this cable, be
sure to measure the throw on your carb. Contact Ran-
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dall Henderson, (503) 297-5045 randall@edt.com, 5/99
Duckworks Landing Lights - Retro-fittable, light, easy
installation. Kits start at $69, discount for Home Wingers. Don Wentz, 503-696-7185
RV-ATION BOOKSTORE - 54+ books and videos specifically for the RV builder and pilot. Call or write for a
FREE catalog; (970) 887-2207, PO Box 270, Tabernash, CO 80478. Or see our web page at www.
rvbookstore.com Featured item: 18 YEARS OF THE
RV-ATOR is now available
BACK ISSUES are available at $2.00 each including
postage. Limited availability, contact newsletter editor.

WANTED
Wanted – RV6A Fuselage jig. Would like to borrow if
possible. Pat Hammell Cornelius, OR 503-640-9414 H,
503-532-0962 W, Patrick.Hammell@nike.com (6/99)

Use ‘em!
I’d like to encourage all you members to take advantage of the classified section. Since it’s free why not take
a stab at unloading that unused airplane stuff. Besides,
it’s kind of interesting to look at all the odds ‘n ends for
sale.
Please note that the date at the end of each ad is the
expiration date. They run for three months and then are
dropped unless you want them renewed by notifying me.
...Randy

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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The Tool Exchange
The Home Wing owns a selection of tools for use by
its members. The Toolmeister is Brent Ohlgren, 503288-8197. Call either Brent or the member who has the
tools to arrange use. Please remember to ALWAYS let
Brent know where these tools are.

Other benevolent members also have tools they may
be willing to loan. Let the editor know if you have jigs,
tools, shop space, etc. to loan, exchange, or otherwise
provide — at NO COST — or if you are looking for
something specific to borrow. And whether your item is
listed here or not, go ahead and bring it to the meeting.

Item

Item

Owner/lender

HVLP paint sprayer

Custom cutting wheel mandrel
(for cutting your canopy)

Stan VanGrunsven

Prop tach (calibrate your tach)
Engine stand

Butch Walters
Don Wentz

360-636-2483
503-696-7185

Engine hoist
Precision chemical scale
(for measuring Pro Seal)

Norm Rainey
Brent Anderson

360-256-6192
503-646-6380

Hole template for instrument panel
Wire crimping tool & die
Brake lining rivet set
Tune-up & annual kit (compression checker, mag timing light, timing dial,
mag adjustment tool, plug gapper, high voltage cable tester, and plug vibrator cleaner.

Subscriptions Due
Look at the date under your address on the cover.
THAT IS THE DATE YOUR $10 IS DUE. Use the
form at the back of this newsletter to subscribe or renew.
If you are paid up but the date doesn’t reflect this please
send the editor an e-mail.

Phone / e-mail

Surveyor's transit level (handy way Bill Kenny
to level wing and fuselage jigs

503-590-8011

Back riveting contraption (large, Bob Neuner
counterweighted bucking bar and
suspension system and offset back
rivet sets

503-771-6361

Lead crucible (for melting lead for Doug Stenger
elevator counterweights)

503-324-6993

Table saw taper jib (for tapering Carl Weston
wing spar flange strips)

503-649-8830

48" pan break located at hanger Kevin Lane
PLS D-10 at Troutdale if an RV
builder needs some metal bent.

233-1818

Home Wing Newsletter Subscription/Renewal
Please fill out and mail to Randy Lervold, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas, WA 98607, along with $10 for renewals
or new subscriptions. Please make checks payable to either Randy Lervold or Home Wing. If you are renewing you
only need to give your name, date, payment method, and any other information that has changed. Use this form for address changes too!
Name:

Spouse:

Address:

Home phone:

City, State, Zip:

Work phone:
E-Mail:

Project:
RV-3
RV-4
RV-6
RV-6A
RV-8
RV-8A

Status:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Empennage
Wings
Fuselage
Finish kit

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force

Flying

o
o
o
o
o

Payment:
Check:
Cash:
Info change only:

Newsletter

o
o
o

Distribution:

Mail
E-mail (pdf)

o
o
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Home Wing — Van’s Air Force
Randy Lervold, Editor
5228 NW 14th Circle
Camas WA 98607

Disclaimer: The Van’s Air Force Home Wing newsletter is in no way a publication of Van’s Aircraft or any other corporation. All products
reviewed or mentioned are not necessarily recommended for use by the Home Wing, but are included for informational purposes only. All
builders tips represent only the means by which the builder whose name is associated with the tip chose to build his/her aircraft. Builder’s
tips are not meant to replace the plans and instructions from Van’s Aircraft. All builder’s tips are presented only as a source of information
and a forum for exchange and the sharing of ideas and construction methods. NO responsibility or liability is assumed, expressed, or implied as to the suitability, accuracy, safety or approval thereof. Any party using the suggestions, ideas, or examples does so at their own risk
and discretion and without recourse against anyone. The editor of the Home Wing newsletter and the builder’s tips submitters are not responsible for any product or builder’s tips misuse, incorrect construction, or design failure, nor any other peril. Any material printed within
may be reprinted without permission, but please give credit to the original source and author. If the original source is not the Home Wing
newsletter, it is not necessary to credit the Home Wing newsletter, only the original source and author. The Home Wing newsletter is published more or less monthly. Subscriptions are $10/year. Complimentary issue for new builders upon request. Mail subscriptions, ideas,
tips, tricks, and articles to the newsletter editor.

Home Wing contacts:
Newsletter Editor ................................. Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas WA 98607
Newsletter e-mail ................................. RandyLervold@csi.com
Meeting Coordinator ............................ Randall Henderson 503-297-5045
Fly-In Leader ....................................... Don Wentz 503-543-2298
Archivist (keeper of the back issues) ..... Carl Weston 503-649-8830
Official website .................................... www.edt.com/homewing
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